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by, " sint saat ? "—" What's the time ? ", and the answer
which regularly satisfied them, " sidist saat" midnight, as
regularly reminded me that my last interpreter had stolen
my watch. But that night there was no one to ask as we
drove by. Only through the town, from the direction of
the Upper and Lower Palaces, huge lorries with blazing
headlights passed with a roar through the dark, an endless
chain of noise and ponderousness as they took the boxes of
silver dialers from the bank to the station, took the Princess's
shammas and first western clothes to the station, took the
Emperor's own modest baggage to the station, and every
time returned ravenously for more.
Balcha was at the gate with his spear and I went
straight to bed, tired with the long waiting outside the
Imperial pavilion. While I slept, at about four o'clock
in the morning, the Imperial family arrived at the station,
the relatives, the notables, the palace servants, some of the
ministers and directors of some of the ministries, and the
Emperor's dogs. One got lost and was recovered later by
a French station employee, who did not like men who were
not white and treated the little dog badly because it had
been the domestic pet of one of them. " A very dirty
dog," he said, judicially, after the terrified animal had been
shut up in the kitchen and rubbed itself against the stove
for four days. The Emperor drove to Akaki station at
four-twenty, boarded the train, and so left his capital. The
fragile figure, thin features shadowed by the long hands,
leaned back against the white cushions of the Imperial
coach. Palace servants embraced his feet to salute and
comfort him, while in the luminous grey before sun-rise he
looked out on the dim Shoan plain, cold and sleeping still,
and thought in bitter impassivity of this fearful finish. The
exhaustion was too much : he hoped that he had not
betrayed his people, he only knew that many had betrayed
him.
The train slipped slowly away down curve after curve,
leaving the Amharic plateau. ...
I woke up at seven ; there was shooting all round.
B&yenna, the new interpreter, was called in to explain.
He said that the two Gibbis were open and one could take
what one wanted. The Emperor, he said, commanded

